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1 Introduction

Over the last few years, the emergence of social networks has changed the main activities performed by users on the Internet, going from a mere search and navigation over stored information to a direct interaction with other users. Users have evolved from being consumers of information to real producers (what is known as the transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0). Due to the increasing number of heterogeneous users and information that is generated, their unpredictable behavior and the high dynamism of the network structure, users have to cope with a high degree of uncertainty when choosing who to interact with or what information to consume [1]. In order to deal with this uncertainty, users require tools that help them to make decisions regarding their activities within the network. Recommendation systems [2] [3], which are systems that provide effective recommendations about what action users can take or what information they can consume, can be effective tools for performing these decision-support tasks.

In this paper, we present a persuasive social recommendation system for recipe recommendation in a social network (called receteame.com). The proposed system allows the recommendation of recipes taking into account aspects like persuasion, similarity, friendship, trust, reputation and user food tastes.

2 Main Purpose: Recommendation in social networks

Traditional recommender systems base their recommendations on quantitative measures of similarity between the user's preferences and the current items to recommend (i.e. content-based recommenders [4]), between the user's profile and the profile of other users with similar preferences (i.e. collaborative filtering recommenders [5]) and on combinations of both (i.e. hybrid recommenders [6]). However, [7] has stated the inability of current recommender systems to use the large amount of qualitative data available online to empower recommendations. Usually, recommender systems do not provide an explanation about the reasoning process that has been followed to come up with specific recommendations. Recommendations tend to come directly from the recommendation algorithm that runs the website and not from the acquaintances that a user has in his
social network. However, this does not follow current trends on the Web, where discovering is becoming social and recommendations could be expected to come directly from acquaintances in a decentralised way. Moreover, people trust recommendations more when the engine can provide reasons for them [8]. Thus, what is understood as a good recommendation is changing from the one that minimises some error evaluation to the one that really makes people happier.

In addition, online recommender systems suffer from problems inherent to their use in complex social networks, where the number of users and/or items to recommend can be very high. In the case of collaborative filtering, for instance, the process for comparing two users with the aim of extracting their similarity requires that they have qualified the same objects, which can be unrealistic in large social networks. Another major weakness of online recommender systems is their trustworthiness. In an open network with a large number of users it is impossible to ensure that all views expressed are true opinions of users and there is no tampering with the resulting recommendations. In order to overcome these problems, it is necessary to embed a social layer in current recommender approaches, taking into account aspects such as the generation of arguments that support recommendations, reputation and trust. Therefore, there are a number of open challenges for the development of a new generation of recommender systems [7], such as exposing underlying assumptions behind recommendations, approaching trust and trustworthiness from the perspective of backing recommendations and providing rationally compelling arguments for recommendations. Our work involves a contribution in these areas, presenting a persuasive social recommendation system for recipe recommendation in a social network.

3 Demonstration: receteame.com

receteame.com is a website that uses a persuasive social recommendation system to recommend recipes customized for each user. The system retrieves recipes from the Internet, automatically calculates their nutritional information and dietary restrictions and uses this information to make recommendations. The site runs an intelligent algorithm (based on argumentation techniques and social network analysis) to learn the tastes and needs of each user and recommend fully customized recipes. receteame.com is able to learn user preferences from two main sources of information: from the votes that users give to each recipe, and, if the user is registered within Facebook, from the activity of the user and friends, and thus can propose new recipes that the user may like.

Once registered in the system, the user can use the "Recommend me" button for obtaining a recommendation that matches the user’s taste and dietary restrictions. This action launches the persuasive social recommendation algorithm that implements the main recommendation functionality of the website. The algorithm receives a recipe recommendation query for a specific user, with a footprint that can include parameters describing the user profile (preferences
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1 http://www.receteame.com; http://buscador.receteame.com
and tastes, dietary restrictions, etc.) and the context of the query (e.g. if the user is looking for a main course, the number of dinner guests, etc.). With this query and the recipe footprint, the algorithm performs two main searches to select a potential set of recipes to recommend to the user. On the one hand, the algorithm follows a content-based recommendation approach to generate a list of recipes that match the recipe footprint. However, note that the accuracy of recommendations generated by this process completely relies on the amount and accuracy of previous votes that the user made to recipes with similar footprints. Therefore, it is highly influenced by the cold start problem (i.e. new users do not have rated recipes) and the drawbacks of applying traditional recommendation approaches on large social networks. To overcome these problems, the algorithm performs an alternative search that follows a social recommendation approach.

On the other hand, the algorithm selects a set of users of the system (the set of friends of the target user and some randomly selected set to avoid the cold start problem when the target user is new on the system and does not have many friends) and spreads the query to obtain recommendations from these users. Each user that has received the query selects a set of recipes that match the original query from his own set of known recipes (those voted by this user). Then, for each user, this part of the algorithm generates an ordered list of recipes to recommend according to three criteria: 1) the preferences of the user that is being asked for recommendations, for instance, taking into account the votes of the user; 2) the preferences of the target user, for instance, taking into account the votes of the target user to a recipe (if any); and 3) previous recommendations. This values calculates the confidence on the recommendation of a recipe according to previous recommendations made between the same pair of users.

With the full set of recommended recipes from other users, the algorithm makes an overall ranking of recipes employing three social criteria parameters: 1) the trust on the user who had recommended a recipe from the point of view of the target user and his friends: this parameter is calculated by using a direct trust evaluation between these two users, and, if any, the trust evaluations of the friends of the target user that are also friends of the user that made the recommendation; 2) the reputation of the user who had recommended a recipe: this is a global parameter calculated by computing the average trust regarding all recommendations made by one user in the network; and 3) the strength of the friendship between the target user and the user that had recommended the recipe: this parameter is calculated by using several predictive friendship variables [9] and depends on the activity of the target user on the social network where the algorithm operates (e.g. Facebook).

The result of this process is a unique and ordered list of recipes to recommend to the target user. Finally, the algorithm mixes the recommendations that has obtained from both searches, assigning weights to ponderate content-based and social recommendations, and selects the best recommendation to propose. This process also includes an internal agreement procedure based on argumentation techniques, which allows the algorithm to promote those recommendations that come from users that are able to provide better justifications for them [10].
4 Conclusions

This work presents a persuasive social recommendation system for the recommendation of recipes. The system is embedded in the website receteame.com that is active on the Internet and has more than 2,000 registered users and 30,000 recipe views up to date. We are currently working on making the recommendation process faster and increasingly more accurate and on adding new functionalities to the website. For example, allowing users to add recipes or their own versions of recipes that are already on the web. We will also gradually introduce a more comprehensive dietary restrictions to include those diseases and intolerances that are not yet available. receteame.com may be able to recommend full menus in the future, such as a weekly menu for a family that takes into account the preferences of all members, or a menu for a dinner with friends where one can cook something with confidence that it will like to all guests.
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